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We extend the Levy inversion formula for the recovery of a bounded measure 
over [w from its Fourier-Stieltjes transform to bounded complex-valued, 
orthogonally scattered Hilbert space-valued, and spectral projection operator- 
valued measures over any first countable locally compact Abelian group. All 
our results are direct generalizations of known inversions for 5!. 
Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Inversion over [wq (Thms. 1, 2). 3. Inversion 
over a 1.c.a. Group (Thms. 3-5). 4. Inversion over 1.c.a. Groups Having the 
Lebesgue Property (Thm. 5). 5. Inversion Formulas for c.a.o.s. Measures 
(Thms. l’-5’). 6. Inversion Formulas for Spectral Measures (Thms. Y-5”). 
Appendix. References. 
1. IN-I-R~DUCTI~N 
Let r be a locally compact Abelian (1.c.a.) group, let f be its character group, 
let 3? and @ be the u-algebras generated by the topologies of I’ and f, let &’ be 
a Hilbert space over the complex number field C, and let CL(.X?, &‘) be the 
linear algebra of continuous linear operators on Z? to 2. 
We shall be concerned with three types of measures on 93, denoted by p(.), 
p(a), E(e), and their Fourier-Stieltjes (FS) transforms +( .), x(e), U(s) on f 
defined by 
Here p(s) is a bounded complex-valued countably additive (c.a.) measure on 2Y’, 
p(.) is a bounded .%-valued countably additive orthogonally scattered (c.a.0.s.) 
measure on 9?‘, and E(s) is a spectral measure for .x? on g. 
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For many purposes it is important to know the explicit manner in which 
the given measures p(e), p(e), E(e) d e en p d on the functions $(a), X( *), U(a) which 
they generate. This question gains poignancy from the important generalized 
theorems of Bochner, Khinchine-Kolmogorov-Loeve, and Stone which assert, 
respectively, that any continuous function +( .) on f to C, any continuous function 
x( *) on f to z?, and any strongly continuous function U( *) on f to CL(.Z, Z) is 
representable in the form (1.1) with inner regular measures p(e), p(.), E(a), iff 
the nonnegative components of the real and imaginary parts of 4 are continuous 
positive definite functions on f, x(a) is a stationary function, i.e., the inner 
product (x(a), x(/3)), 01, /3 E f, depends only on 01 . /3-r, and U(.) is a strongly 
continuous unitary representation of f. 
In this paper we shall establish several inversion formulae for the recovery of 
p( .), p( *), E( *) from $(a), X( *), U( .), and thereby extend Levy’s classical result for 
the determination of a probability distribution over the real number field [w 
from its characteristic function. All our results (Thms. l-5, l’-5’, 1”-5”)a give 
exact generalizations of known inversiions for R. All except Thm. 1 (due to 
Hewitt) are new, to the best of our knowledge, for related work by others falls 
short of such explicit extension of classical expressions of p in terms of 4. Thus 
the work of Eberlein [S, 91 and Hewitt and Stromberg [16, Thm. 51 concerns 
extensions to 1.c.a. groups r of a theorem of Wiener for R relating the mean of $ 
to an average of the atomic part of TV [31, Thm. 32, p. 1811 (cf. also [2, pp. 71-741). 
The work of Baxter and Donsker [l], Cameron and Donsker [3], Gross [12, 
Thm. 41, and Hamadani and Mandrekar [14] deals with the conversion of 
integrals with respect to a probability measure p over a Hilbert or Banach space 
into iterated integrals, involving its characteristic functional 4, with respect to 
certain standard and induced measures. From among the work just cited only 
the formula [I, (2.2), p. 751 of B ax er t and Donsker readily yields an inversion 
formula. But this formula is for R and the resulting inversion is just the known 
Levy formula (1.8). In our proofs we shall make considerable use of results on 
the integration and differentiation of vector and operator-valued measures3 
Some of our lemmas on this subject are also new. 
In these inversion formulae, which are formally alike for p(s), p(e), and E(m), 
a central role is played by the &-valued orthogonally scattered measures 5, 7, 
first, introduced by us for the explicit treatment of the Fourier-Plancherel 
transform [20]. In order to state our results succinctly we must first explain 
our notation and define these measures. 
a Thms. 1 and 3 were announced in the abstract [23]. The 4 = 1 versions of Thms. l’, 1” 
were announced earlier in the abstract [22]. It was only after this paper was submitted for 
publication that we learnt of Hewitt’s 1953 paper [14’], and the fact that Thm. 3.3 therein 
is equivalent to our Thm. 1. 
* The efficacy of such a measure-theoretic approach to harmonic analysis, especially 
as it relates to stochastic ,processes, has been pointed out by us in several papers (cf. 1211 
and references contained therein). 
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1.2 Notation. 
(i) r is an (additive Hausdor#) 1.c.a. group. 
(ii) C%’ is the o-ring generated by the topology of r, the so-called Bore1 
algebra over l? 
(iii) m is a Haar measure for F with domain .S?,4 
(iv) I’ is the (multiplicative) character group of I’. 
(v) @‘, $I are dejned for P in the same way as SST’, m are for r. 
Introduce the a-rings 
gnz = {B: BES?&m(B) < CO}, 
d’, ={B:BEd&&(B) < cm}. 
We then define the set functions [ and 7 on &m and &m as 
(1.3) 
For the group R’J (q = a natural number), (RJ) A is isomorphic to and therefore 
identifiable with RQ, and a convenient choice of the Haar measure m is [1/(2n)l/7~ 
times the q-dimensional Lebesgue measure /,(.) on Bl(W), the Bore1 algebra 
over If@; for with this choice of m, the Haar measure & dual to m in the sense of 
[20, 3.171 is m itself. In place of (1.4) we now have 
VB E Bl(W) 3 /*P(B) < co, 
where (t, h) is the inner product oft and h in II@. 
We are now ready to describe the inversion formulae for the measures p(s), 
p( .), E( .). Each measure needs individual consideration, and accordingly the 
following discussion is broken into three parts, labelled A, B, C. 
A. The formula for the recovery of the complex-valued measure p(.) 
from the function $(.) on RQ is due to Hewitt [14’, Thm. 3.31. Our format for 
this stems from the observation of the classical result [31, (5.03), (5.07)] that for 
a < b: 
s T  lim e-ibt _ e-iat T+m -T hit eint dt = 1 or 4 or 0, (1.5’) 
4 We follow Hewitt and Ross [15, pp. 193-194(i)-(G)] and not Halmos [13, p. 2511 in 
regard to the definition of Haar measure. 
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according as a < X < b, X = a or b, h $ [a, b], respectively, may be equivalently 
rendered in the forms 
T  
$q& -T s 
mdt) eitA dt = x[~.&) - !dxrd4 + xd4h (1.7) 
where xa is the indicator function of A, mA( *) is the unit measure concentrated on 
{A}, and GA(*) is its Fourier-Stieltjes (FS) transform. This suggests the general 
formula for any bounded c.a. complex-valued measure p on BZ(IW) and its FS 
transform #J, viz., for a < b, 
This elegant formulation of the Levy inversion formula has been known for 
several years and is now found in textbooks, e.g., [4, p. 1411. 
Letting I = [a, b], the RHS of (1.8) can be written in either of the forms 
where a is the topological boundary operator, and consequently akA = aA for 
closed sets A and k > 1. To extend (1.8) to W, we have to consider in place of a 
a sequence of boundary operators a, ,..., a9 appropriate to intervals in [w*:s 
1.9 DEF. For any nondegenerate bounded closed interval R in W (cf. [28, 
p. 57]), we define a& ,..., i3a+lR as follows. a,,R is R, a,R is the union of the 
(q - 1)-dimensional closed faces of R; a,R is the union of the (q - 2)-diien- 
sional closed faces of R,..., a,R is the set of vertices (i.e., O-dimensional faces) 
of R; &,+lR is the void set. (Obviously a,R = aR.) 
Our version of the theorem for W, which is a direct generalization of the result 
(1.8), then reads as follows. 
1.10 THM. 1 (Hewitt). Let (i) p be a bounded, complex-valued, c.a. measure 
on Bl(W), (ii) 4 be its FS transform, i.e., 
vt E w, b(t) = jw eittJ) p(dh), 
6 Such operators do not seem to have been considered in combinational topology. To 
avoid a digression into this subject, we have adopted the simplest definition adequate for 
our needs. 
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(iii) R be a nondegenerate, bounded closed interval in W. Then 
z”,( *) being q-dimensional Lebesgue measure on BZ( W). 
From Thm. 1 we can get precise limiting expressions for p(R) itself, where R 
is any nondegenerate bounded, closed, or open subinterval of I@ (Thm. 2). These 
involve the augmented and diminished intervals R+(h), R-(h) associated with R, 
which are defined as follows. 
1.11 DEF. For R = )(z_, [ale , b,], where ak < bk , and for all sufficiently 
small h > 0, 
R+(h) 7 ii [“k - h, bk + 4 
k=l 
R-(h) 7 i [ak + h, b, - h]. 
k=l 
1.12 THM. 2. Let (i)-(iii) be as in Thm. 1. Then 
1 
la) /dR) = &$ $z pq,2 [-r,rl’ %?+(A)@) +@I e,tdt), s 
(b) 
where int R is the interior of R. 
Now let P = Xi=, (ak , b,] be a bounded half-open-closed interval in Iwq. 
The set B of all such intervals is known to be a prering. Obviously p(P) = 
lim n-tco p(R,J, where R, = )(L, [& + l/n, bk], n E IV,. Since by Thm. 2(a), 
p(R,J is determined by 4, it follows that C# determines TV on the prering 8. Also + 
determines &R*), viz., 4(O). Hence 4 determines p on a-alg(PJ6 i.e., on BZ(&!*); 
thus: 
Every bounded complex-valued c.a. measure on Bl(iW) is determined 
uniquely by its FS transform. (1.13) 
1.14 Remark. When the formula of Baxter and Donsker [l, (2.2), p. 951 is 
applied to the function x[~.~I we easily get (1.8). The extendability of (1.8) to It@, 
revealed by Thm. 1, naturally suggests an extension of the Baxter-Donsker 
formula itself to R*. This extension may be formulated as follows. 
B We are appealing to the result that if p and Y are bounded c.a. Banach-valued measures 
on the o-algebra % generated by a pre-ring or lattice J over Q, and if p = Y on 3 and 
~(9) = v(Q), then p = Y on %. (This follows easily from [6: p. 25, Cor.]) 
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If f E L,(W) and f is of “bounded variation” on IWQ, then 
where f,(h) is the limit average off at X dejined by 
(sum over all the 24 one-sided limits along the coordinate axes) and f is the direct 
Fourier transform off, i.e., 
This extension has not yet been proved. Concerning it we shall only say that 
the main difficulty lies in formulating a concept of function of bounded variation 
over I@ that will permit the extension to W of the Jordan inversion formulae 
for the Fourier transform over [w found in Goldberg [ll, 5B, p. 10 and 5C, p. 121. 
Once this hurdle is overcome, the formula (1) in the last paragraph is easy to 
establish. 
1.15 Remark. The preceding inversion formulae have no obvious extensions 
to nonrectangular sets, say to bounded closed or open sets C, D of IW’J. For 
q = 1, the extensions which obviously come to mind, viz., 
p(D) + C(aD) = && Q$ I 
T 
--T &t) (b(t) dt, 
(1) 
(2) 
are false in general. To see this let p be the (atomless) Cantor probability 
distribution on BZ(BB) which is carried on the Cantor ternary subset C of [0, 11. 
Then it is easy to see that LHS(1) = 4, but (since qc = 0) RHS(1) = 0. Also, 
letting D = [0, l]\C, we find that LHS(2) = 4, but (since vD = VJ[~,~I), 
RHS(2) = 1. For q = 1, the formula in Thm. 1 holds for finite unions Q of 
intervals, but even this is not true for q >, 2 when Q is a connected region but 
not an interval.’ 
The preceding inversion formulae cannot have precise analogues for arbitrary 
1.c.a. groups, since the notion of a bounded closed interval to which they are 
essentially limited (cf. Remark 1.15) has no counterpart for such groups. But 
7 For some further remarks and special results on the Levy inversion over [WQ for 
q > 2, we refer the reader to Hewitt [14’, pp. 466-4691. 
683/7/2-s 
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there are inversion formulae for R, involving 77 and akin to the ones given above, 
which extend to 1.c.a. groups. One such is the formula 
1 m 
~[a, b] = lim - 
s 
sin ht 
h-O+ 2771’2 --m rlra-W+hlW 7 @> &* 
This has a full fledged extension to compact subsets of a first countable 1.c.a. 
group, and somewhat weaker extensions to all precompact Bore1 subsets thereof. 
In discussing these and other extensions we shall adhere to Notation 1.2 and 
to the following extra notation? 
(i) p(e) is a bounded, complex-valued c.a. measure on 37 and its 
total variation measure 1 p / (m) is inner regular at r;g 
(ii) 9(e) is the FS transform on f of p(e), i.e., Va E f, i (1.16) 
The next theorem gives the first of the extensions mentioned in the last 
paragraph. 
1.17 THM. 3. Let (i) I’bejrst countable, (ii) ‘$2 be theposet of precompcct open, 
symmetric neighborhoods of 0 in r directed by -C, (iii) a be the S-ring of all pre- 
compact Bore1 subsets of lTl” Then QD E TJ 3 D\D is p-negligible, i.e., ,@\D) = 0,11 
we have 
the limit being taken over the directed poset YI. In particular, this formula holds for 
all compact subsets D of r (unreservedly), andfor allprecompact open subsets D of r 
for which aD is ~-negligible. 
We should explain the imposition of the first countability restriction on r in 
Thm. 3(i). It is significant in two ways. 
(1) To get the equality in Thm. 3 we have to apply the Lebesgue 
Dominated Convergence Thm. to a net of functions over the directed poset % 
* As in (1 .l) we take 4 on f rather than on r. This is only for notational convenience. 
o That is, ( p I (F) = sup{/ p I (K): K . 1s a compactum in I’}. This requirement is 
automatically fulfilled in case r is second countable. 
lo It is easily seen that 9 = S-ring (S), where X is the lattice of all compact subsets 
of r. 
I1 Note that we are not demanding that D\D be 1 p I-negligible. 
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of open symmetric neighborhoods of 0 in r. For this, % has to be “separable” 
(cf. A.8 (Appendix)), and this requires r to be first countable (cf. A.lO). 
(2) The first countability of r is also needed to affect a change of order of 
integration with respect to the measures TV and 2, an essential step in our proof. 
Our integrand is continuous on r x f  and is therefore Bl(r x f) measurable, 
but since r and f  need not be second countable, it is not in general a-alg(g x 4’) 
measurable. Consequently the Fubini, Tonelli theorems for arbitrary measure 
spaces are not applicable. We have to appeal to the variants of these theorems for 
so-called Radon measures due to the Bourbaki school (cf. [29, pp. 63-731 and 
A.15-A.20 (Appendix)).12 Now the first countability of l’ makes it metrizable 
with invariant metric (cf. [15, p. 70]), and hence from the mild restriction on 
1 p / in (1.16)(i) it follows that 1 p 1 is inner regular on 9. The first countability of 
r also ensures, via a result of Hewitt and Stromberg [16, Thm. 31, the u-com- 
pactness off and consequently the inner regularity of the Haar measure ti on $. 
Thus both 1 TV 1 and m become “Radon measures,” and the Bourbaki variants of 
the Tonelli, Fubini theorems are available. But according to these theorems, 
for the iterated integrals to be equal, the functions and spaces involved have also 
to be “moderate” (cf. (A.15) and [29, p. 65, Thm. 18(iii), and p. 431). The 
measure 1 p 1 is of course moderate, being bounded. But from the first countability 
of r and the u-compactness of p, it also follows that A is moderate. So the spaces 
r and f  are indeed moderate. 
It would thus appear that the requirement that r be first countable is 
iindispensable.lSBut we do not yet know if the requirement is (logically) necessary 
for the prevalence of the equality in Thm. 3. 
The inversion formula in Thm. 3 works only for the topologically characterized 
a-ring 3. It fails for the larger, measure-theoretically defined &ring gm (cf. (1.4)). 
For the S-ring @m we have, however, the following weaker formula involving 
iterated limits: 
1.18 THM. 4. Let (i)-(iii) be us in Thm. 3. ‘Then VB E~~EI B\B is ( TV I- 
negligible, i.e., ] p ](B\B) = 0, 3 a sequence (D&’ in a such that 
In particular, this formula holds for all closed sets B in g,,, (unreservedly) and for 
all open subsets B in &%f,,, or which aB is ( p I-negligible. 
le The writer is very grateful to Professor J. R. Choksi for pointing out the existence 
of these variants and their bearing on our work. Thanks are also due to Professor S. D. 
Chatterji for stimulating discussions on this question. 
r3 Hewitt and Stromberg [16] also impose this requirement. Consequently, the “Fubini” 
theorem to which they appeal on p. 178 has to be ci la Bourbaki, e.g., A. 18. 
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We turn next to a result in which the measure p( .) is assumed to be absolutely 
continuous with respect to the Haar measure m. For the case r = R, we then 
find that 
1 m 
AB) = & (2.rr)1/2 --m s dt) 
sin ht 
ht 4(t) 4 (1.19) 
where B is any Bore1 set of finite Lebesgue measure. The proof of (1.19) leans 
heavily on Lebesgue’s Differentiation Theorem, and this precludes its 
extendability to arbitrary 1.c.a. groups. But its exact analogue prevails for those 
1.c.a. groups which have the Lebesgue property, i.e., possess a special neigh- 
borhood base at 0 relative to which Lebesgue’s Differentiation Theorem prevails 
with Haar measure replacing Lebesgue measure (cf. Def. 4.1 below). As yet 
there is no satisfactory characterization of 1.c.a. groups having the Lebesgue 
property, but many are known (cf. [lo]). F or all such groups that are also first 
countable we have the folowing theorem. 
1.20 THM. 5. Let (i) r be first countable, (ii) r possess a special b&e %,, of 
precompact, open, symmetric neighborhoods of 0 with respect to which it has the 
Lebesgue property (cf. Def. 4. I), (iii) p(.) < m(a). Then VB E a,,, , i.e., VB E g 3 
m(B) < co, we have 
the limit being taken over the directed poset !R,, . 
The merit of this formula over the one in Thm. 3 is that it holds for all sets B 
in the &ring gm, which is larger than 9, irrespective of the p-negligibility of 
B\B. Moreover, the integrand is simpler in that its first factor, viz., ~~(a)), is 
independent of v. Indeed thislatter fact is crucial to the proof. 
B. We now turn to the corresponding results for Hilbert space valued 
measures P(A) and their FS transforms. We shall deal exclusively with measures 
of the following type: 
1.21 DEF. (a) By a S-valued countably additive orthogonally scattered 
(c.a.0.s.) measure on apreringp is meant a function p(e) on B to #such that 
VA, BEB, (~(4 P(B)) = AA n B), 
where p is a nonnegative c.a. measure on 9’. p is called the nonnegative or control 
measure of p. 
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(b) In case the prering B is over a Hausdorff space 6i and A ~9, we say 
that p is inw regular at A, iff p is inner regular at A, i.e., 
p(A) = sup&(P): P E B and 3 compact K 3 P C K C A}.14 
The theory of such measures and of the integration of complex-valued 
functions with respect to them is expounded in [19]. It is shown there that p is 
indeed countably additive on 8. Obviously p is bounded on 8, iff p is bounded 
on B. 
Of the Thms. l-5, the fundamental ones are 1 and 3, and their proofs involve 
the change of order of iterated integration with respect to the bounded complex- 
valued measure p and the Haar measure fi (cf. Sections 2, 3 below). This inter- 
change is justified by the extended Tone& Fubini theorems, to apply which we 
assume, as explained after 1.14, that r is first countable. Now for any Hilbert 
space &’ we have a general theorem that ensures the interchangeability of the 
order of iterated integration with respect to a X-valued c.a.o.s. measure with 
moderate Radon control measure p, and a nonnegative moderate Radon measure 
v (cf. A.21). In view of this result, our proofs of Thms. 1 and 3 survive 
after the replacement of p(a) and b(m) by p(a) and x(e), and yield the exact 
analogues of Thms. 1-5, which we shall call Thms. l’-5’. Theorem 1’ reads as 
follows. 
1.22 THM. 1’. Let (i) 2’ be any Hilbert space ovk @, (ii) p be a bounded 
&‘-walued c.a.o.s. mea.we on BZ(W), (iii) the function x(o) on W to H be the 
FS transform of p( *), i.e., 
Vt E w, 40 = 1 
OP 
eittsA) p(dX), 
(iv) R be a nondegenerate bounded closed interval in W. Then 
P(R) - $I $ P(ui) = 5 -& P(akR\ak+lR) 
k-1 
where the last is a Bochw integral with values in 3’ with respect to the q-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure Z,(e). 
Of the remaining Thms. 2’-S, it will suffice to enunciate just Thms. 3’ and 5’, 
which deal with the recovery of a bounded c.a.o.s. measure over the 1.c.a. group r 
from its FS transform x(a) on the dual group f. For this we shall adhere 
14 When 9’ is a o-algebra over Sz and contains all compact sets, this equality reduces 
to the usual condition for the inner regularity of p at A. 
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to Notation 1.2, and analogously to (1.16) 1 a so employ the following notation: 
(i) &’ is a Hilbert space over @ ; 
(ii) p is a bounded X-valued c.a.o.s. measure on g with control 
measure p inner regular at P; 
(iii) x(e) is the FS transform of p, i.e., > 
(1.23) 
\ 
Va E f: X(U) d s, m(t) p(dt). ! 
We then have 
1.24 THM. 3’. Let (i)-( ) b iii e as in Thm. 3. Then VD E 2,s D\D is p-neglibible, 
i.e., p(D\D) = 0, we have 
where the last is a Pettis integral in X and the limit is taken over the directedposet 92. 
In particular, this formula holds for all compact subsets D of I’ (unreservedly) and 
for all precompact open subsets D of P for which aD is p-negligible. 
1.25 THM. 5’. Let (i)-(iii) be as in Thm. 5. Then VB E gm, i.e., VB E 98 3 
m(B) < 00, 1 - dB) = k% m(V) s r’ d4 ~(4 4 %W, 
where the last is a Pettis integral in X, and the limit is taken over the directed 
poset YX2, . 
The Pettis integrals in Thms. 3’ and 5’ will not in general be Bochner integrals. 
This is because neither f nor &@ need be second countable, and the ranges of 
the integrands, which are continuous functions on f to %‘, will not in general 
be separable, even liz essentially. 
It is possible that Thms. I’-5’ will survive for many types of bounded, 
X-valued c.a. measures p on a, which are not orthogonally scattered. But it is 
hard to demarcate these types. It is not clear in what form the crucial Interchange 
Thm. A.21 employed in our proofs will survive for such a measure p and its 
control measure TV. The covariance set function (p(e), p( -)) of such a p is no 
longer concentrated on the diagonal of r x r, and in the light of the examples of 
Dudley and Pakula [6] and Rao [26], it may not even be c.a. on the prering 
99 x a. We have not therefore considered such measures in this paper. 
C. Finally let us comment on the recovery of a spectral, i.e., projection- 
valued, measure E( .) from its FS transform U(m), a unitary representation of f. 
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We must first clear up the concept of strong inner regularity for such measures 
over a topological space. 
1.26 DEF. Let (i) .S be a Hilbert space over 5, (ii) % be a u-algebra over a 
HausdorfE space Q, such that all compact sets are in !!f, (iii) E(e) be a spectral 
measure for S’ on 9[. We say that E(.) is strongly inner regular at A E ‘3, iff 
E(A) = sup{E(K): K is compact and K C A). 
Once Thms. l’-5’ for bounded &‘-valued c.a.o.s. measures are at our disposal, 
the corresponding Thms. l ”-5” for a spectral measure E( *) for the Hilbert space 
.# follow at once. This is because the formulae in Thms. l”-5” involve strong 
integrals (cf. [18, p. 85]), and strong limits, in short the strong operator topology. 
Hence for their verification we have only to apply the two terms in the formulae 
to any s in &’ and check the correctness of the resulting equalities for vectors in 
S’. But these equalities turn out to be precisely the formulae in Thms. l’-5’. 
Thus Thms. 1”-5” are valid. By way of illustration we now state Thms. 1” and 3”. 
1.27 THM. 1”. Let (i) .%? be any Hilbert space ower C, (ii) E(.) be a spectral 
meare for X 012 BZ(R*), (iii) U(e) be the FS transform of E(e), i.e., 
VtER’ U(t) = S,. eictvA)E(dh), 
(iv) let R be a nondegenerate bounded closed interval in W. Then 
E(R) - 2 W”) E(?&) = 5 WkR\%+,R) 
k-l k-0 
where the last is a strong integral with respect o the q-dimensional Lebesgue measure 
Z,(o) and slim indicates the strong limit. 
Next let us stipulate, in keeping with 1.2 and analogously to (1.23), that 
(i) &’ is a Hilbert space over @, 
(ii) E(a) is a spectral measure for S? on 9, inner regular at r, 
(iii) U(e) is the FS transform of E(e), i.e., 
I 
/ 
(1.28) 
VlXEF, U(a) = s, a(t) E(dt). 
Then we have 
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1.29 THM. 3”. Let (i)-(iii) be as in Thm. 3. Then VD E 3 3 D\D is E-negligible, 
i.e., E(ij\D) = 0, we haze 
where the last is a strong integral and slimV,, indicates strong limit taken ouer the 
directed poset %. In particular, this formula holds for all compact subsets D of I’ 
(unreservedly), and for all precompact open subsets D of r for which 8D is 
E-negligible. 
In the following sections we shall carry out the program outlined above. In 
Section 2 we shall consider inversion over RQ and prove Thms. 1 and 2. In 
Section 3 we shall turn to inversion over 1.c.a. groups and prove Thms. 3 and 4. 
Section 4 is devoted to groups possessing the Lebesgue property and to the proof 
of Thm. 5. In Section 5 we shall deal with the inversion of c.a.o.s. measures, i.e., 
with Thms. l/-5’. Finally in Section 6 we shall deal with the corresponding 
Thms. l”-5” for spectral measures. 
In establishing these theorems and the requisite lemmas we have to appeal to 
certain theorems of harmonic analysis and of scalar-, vector-, and operator- 
valued measures and their integration, which are not readily found in the 
literature. These results are given in the Appendix, and the proofs of those which 
are perhaps new are indicated. Citations prefixed by A are to this Appendix. 
2. INVERSION OVER UV (THMS. 1,2) 
The proof of Thm. 115 rests on the following three simple lemmas. 
2.1 LMA. Let for 1 < k ,< q, Bk E BZ(lR) and Leb. B,, < 03, and let B = 
BI x ... x B,. ThenVAdhlP 
Proof. This follows at once on noting that for t = (tr ,..., t,,) E W and 
A = (A, )..., AJ E w, we have Z,(dt) = dt, ... dt, , 
(cf. (1.5)), and consequently the q-fold integral on the LHS factors out. 0 
I5 Because of the prevalence of a notational and structural pattern among all our proofs, 
we have retained our original proof of Thm. 1, obtained before we knew of Hewitt’s [14’], 
even though this theorem is a variant of his Thm. 3.3. 
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2.2 LMA. Let I 1 ,... , I, be nondegenerate bounded closed subintervals of R and 
R = I, x .-. x I, . Then VA = (Al ,. . . , A,) E W, 
= xR@) - $I & x&R@) = i & xa,R\&+,R(h), 
k-0 
where xA(.) is the indicator function of A. 
Proof. The second equality emerges on noting that 
X%tR\h+dh) = x&R@) - xak+lR(A)p 
multiplying by l/2* on both sides, summing from k = 0 to K = q, and 
simplifying. 
As for the first equality it will suffice to let Q = 2, since the proof for 4 > 2 
follows the same pattern and is only notationally cumbersome. For p = 2 we 
have to check that VA = (A1 , A,) E R2, 
{Xz,(U - -!iXaz,W ’ {XzJU - !2Xaz&J~ = XR(~) - fXan(4 - &Ya,z2 . 
But this is seen easily on expanding the LHS, noting that 
xA@) + xi3@) = %dh) + xzi~~B(~), 
and that 
I1 x Ia = R, aI1 x aI2 = a2R, 
(I1 x Z,) u (aI, x I,) = 8R, (II x aI,) n (aI, x 12) = a,R. 
We leave the details to the reader. 
For 4 > 2 similar combinatorial considerations work, as the reader can 
check. 1 
2.3 LMA. Let (i) R be a nondegenerate bounded closedinterval in (wq, (ii) 
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Then 
(a> VT > 0 & VA E LFF, I y,(X)1 < (4(2”2)1+; 
(b) VA E w, 
Proof. We first observe the validity of the corresponding results for 4 = 1, 
viz., 
VT>O&VAER, 
1 = VXER, - kz @j-)1/2 -T s 71(t) eith fit = x1(4 - &a#), (2) 
where I is a bounded closed subinterval of R. The inequality (1) is elementary 
and (2) is just a restatement of (1.7). Now for 4 > 1, letting 
R =I1 x ... x I,, where Ik = [uk , bk]t uk < bk , 
it follows from Lma 2.1 that 
(3) 
whence 
(4) 
Combining (3) and (1) we get (a). Combining (4) and (2) and appealing to 
Lma 2.2 we get (b). 1 
The proof of Thm. 1. The proof rests on the last lemma and on the formula 
(I) on iterated integration given below. 
Let VT > 0 and VA E [w”, yT(/\) be defined as in 2.3(ii). Then each yT(*) is 
BZ(R*), H(C) measurable on W. Since (cf. (i)), the measure p is bounded, it 
follows from 2.3(a), (b) and Lebesgue’s Thm. on bounded convergence that 
ul,@) ddx) = / ]xR@) - i (l/9 X&R@) @A) 
W’ k=l I 
= P(R) - i (l/2”) P(W). (1) 
I;=1 
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In this we have used the first expression for Y&!) in 2.3(b). By using the second 
in the same way, we find that 
$2 s YY,@) Ad4 = 5 ww &cR\~,,lR)~ 
WC k=cl 
Now grant for a moment that 
s [-r,r,p TR@) 1s RQ 
e"b'A'@h)/ [ddi) = JNQ /[pT,Tlq TR@) e"'""'8@)! 
In terms of $(t) and YT(X) this can be rendered 
Letting T -+ CO in this and using (I), (2), we get the theorem. 
(2) 
t4w 
(1) 
To complete the proof it only remains to justify (I). For this observe that the 
functionF(. .) on W x [-T, T]q defined by 
F(h, t) = ?jR(t) eittsA), (A, t) E I@ x [-T, T]q (3) 
is continuous and bounded (cf. (A.4)). Hence F( *, *) is BZ(@ x L--T, T]q), 
BZ(@) measurable. But obviously 
BZ(W x [-T, TJ’J) = a-alg(BZ(W) x BZ( [ - T, T)q)}. 
Hence 
F(*, *) is, a-alg{BZ(W) x BZ([-T, TIC)}, BZ(C) measurable. (4) 
Since p x eb is a bounded, complex-valued, c.a. measure on this last u-algebra 
it follows from (4) that F(., a) is in the class 
L1(W x [-T, T]q, a-alg{BZ(Rq) x BZ([-T, T]q)}, TV x kq; C). 
Hence Fubini’s Thm. [7, p. 1931 is applicable, and yields (I). 1 
To obtain Thm. 2 we need another lemma: 
2.4 L~hf. Let (i) R be a nondegenerate bounded closed subintervaf of Iwa, (ii) 
S be a p-dimensional face of R, where 0 < p < q - 1, (iii) Vh > 0, su&ientZy 
small, S+(h), S-(h) be the cwesponding16 p-dimen.&maZ faces of the augmented and 
I8 By S+(h) we mean the p-dimensional face of R+(h), the vertices of which are given by 
(cl -i- (- l)d~ ,..., c, + (- l)%h), where (cl ,..., c~) is a vertex of S and aj = 1 or 2, 
according as Cj = a? or by . The face S-(h) of R-(h) is defined similarly. 
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diminished intervals R+(h), R-(h) (cf. nef. 1 .I I), (iv) p be a bounded comp1e.w 
valued c.a. measure on BZ([W*). Then 
;jI V{S+(h)) = 0 ==;lg p{S-(h)). 
Proof. Case I. Let p( .) be nonnegative. 
(a) Suppose that the first equality in (a) fails. Then 3 a strictly decreasing 
sequence (h$’ such that 
h,+O+ & k-2 ~W+&N f  Y(R). (1) 
But (cf. Def. 1.1 l), 
R+(hk+d c R+(M & fi R+(h,) = R. 
k=l 
The result (1) thus contradicts the countable additivity of TV. This contradiction 
shows that the first equality in (a) must hold. 
The second equality in (a) is proved similarly on noting that (R-(hk))F is an 
ascending sequence of sets converging to R. 
(b) We first claim that 
0 < h < h’ * S+(h) /I S-(h). 
To see this consider for notational simplicity the face F given by 
(2) 
Then 
F = [aI, 41 x *** x [a,, , b,] x {(a,+l ,..., au)). 
Vh > 0, 
s+(h) = PI -h,bl+h] x 3.. x [a,-h,b,+hJ x{(a,+l-h,...,a,-h)}. 
Clearly if c = (cl ,..., c,J E S,(h) n S+(h’), then a, - h = c, = a, - h’, and 
therefore h = h’. Thus we have (2). 
Now let (hk)r be a strictly decreasing sequence such that /r, --, O+. Then by 
(2) the sets S+(h,) are disjoint, and therefore by (iv) 
It follows that p{S+(/&)) -+ 0, as k -+ co. Since this holds for any strictly 
decreasing sequence (h&’ of positive numbers tending to 0, we conclude that 
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We show similarly that lim *+,,+ p{S-(h)} = 0, by first observing that 
0 < h < h’ =+- S-(h) 1) S-(K). 
Thus we have (b). 
Case II. Let /.L be complex valued, and let 1 p 1 be its total variation measure. 
(a) Since R G R+(h), it easily follows that 
I AR+@)) - r*(R)1 G I I-C l{R+W~ - I CL I(R). 
But by Case I(a), the RHS -+ 0 as h -+ O+; hence 
The second esuality in (a) is proved similarly. 
(b) Obviously by Case I(b) 
I P{~+v4I Q I P w+w --+ 0, as h-+0+. 
Thus I.1(S+(h)) + 0. Similarly ~(5’~(h)) ---f 0. ] 
The proof of 7%~. 2. (a) By Thm. 1, 
By Lma. 2.4(a), lim,,, p{R,(h)) = p(R). H ence to prove (a) we need only show 
that 
w E u,..., PI, j$ McR+(W = 0. (1) 
Proof of (1). Let 1 < K < q, p =a q - k. Then by definition of a, (cf. 1.9), 
%R+@) = fi S,(h), 
bl 
where S,(h),..., S,*(h) are the distinct p-dimensional faces of R+(h). Hence 
But by Lma. 2.4(b), limb,, p{S,(h)) = 0. F rom this (1) clearly follows. Thus (a). 
(b) This is proved similarly. 1 
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3. INVERSION OVER A 1.c.a. GROUP (THMS. 3-5) 
To prove Thm.3 we need two lemmas. The first lemma may be viewed as a 
version of Lebesgue’s density theorem valid for the Haar measure m of any 
1.c.a. group. Our notation is as in 1.2, (1.16), and (A.l). 
3.1 LMA. Let for any 1.c.a. group r, (i) % be the poset of precompact, open 
symmetric neighborhoods of 0 in r directed by -C, (ii) D be a precompact Bore1 
subset of r, (ii) 
VVE%&QtEl-‘, fv(t) z m(V) --!- m((V + 0) n (V + t)>. 
Then 
(a) VV E %, supp fv _C D + V + V, Rangef” _C [0, I], and 
Vt E D, f&l = 1 = XDW 
(b) Vt E r\@\D), limv+,,fdt) = x&h 
(c) for compact D and Vt E I’, iimV,, fv(t) = xD(t); 
(d) for compact D E ?Zb , 3 a sequence (V,); in !3 3 
vtd-+, $2 fv,(t) = XD(O* 
Proof. (a) Let V E ‘ik Then by A.2, f v  E ‘Z, and supp f _C (D + V) - V = 
D + V + V, since V is symmetric. Hence Vt # D + V + V, fv(t) = 0. Also, 
VtED, (V+D)n(V+t)=V+t and m(V+t) = m(V), and therefore 
fv(t) = 1 = xD(t). But by A.2, 0 and 1 are lower and upper bounds for f v  . 
Hence Range f v  _C [0, 11. This establishes (a). 
(b) From the last equation in (a) it is clear that 
VtED, gjfv(t) = 0 = xo(t)* (1) 
We now assert that 
vt E rp, $~f”W = 0 = x24)* (1) 
Proof of (I). First let D be compact. Then (cf. [25, pp. 359-360, I, II]) for 
any t E r\D, 3 V, E 112 3 t $ D + V, + V, , i.e. (cf. (a)), 3 t 4 supp fv,  . It follows 
easily that 
YE’S and VC V, =>fv(t) = 0 = &t); 
i.e., we have (I), on noting that D = D. 
Next let D be any set satisfying (ii), and define f; as in (iii) but with a 
replacing D. Then since B is compact, therefore as just shown 
vt E rp, pzf;(t) = 0 = xdt). (2) 
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But since D C fi, it is obvious that VV E % and Vt E r, 0 < fv(t) <f;(t) and 
therefore 
This along with (2) yields (I). 
Combining (1) and (I) and noting that D u (I’\D) = T\(B\D), we have (b) 
(c) This is an obvious special case of (b). 
(d) Let D be compact and in 8,. Then 3 a sequence (G,)? of open subsets 
of r such that 
‘%+I C G, & fj G, = D. (3) 
Since the compact set D is included in each open set G, , therefore (cf. [25, 
pp. 359-360, I, II]), 
Va>l, 3Vn~111 3 D+V,+V,ZG,. (4 
We shall show that thii sequence (V,&’ satisfies (d). 
For t E D this claim is clearly valid in view of the equalities in (a). Next let 
t 4 D. Then by (3), 3n, >, 1 3 t # G, , VTZ > nt . Hence by (4) and (a), 
n~nt=>t4D+Vn+V~jt~SuPpfv, 
* fv,ct) = 0 = xdt); 
i.e., lim,,, fv,(t) = 0. Thus we have (d). g 
Our second lemma hinges on the vital result that the set function 7 is an 
&,-valued orthogonally scattered measure for which the control measure is a 
restriction of the Haar measure m (cf. A.7). 
3.2 BASIC LMA. Let (i) I’ be$rst countable, (ii) A, B E SYm (cf. (1.3)), (iii) p 
and$beasin(1.16). Then 
Proof. Since A, B E @m , therefore by A.7(a), r], * +jB E& , and of course 
$ EL,. Hence 7A * 7e *+ E& , and by (1.1) 
I, 7Ab4 7Bb) +b) &tdor) = j-p 7400 7&4 ]s, ‘$t) @)I ‘%+. (1) 
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Now grant for a moment that the order of integration on the RHS can be changed. 
Then 
= P7”(“) TB+th) fi+), I 
by A.6 
= (71~~ 7B+t)~, = m{A n (B + 41, by A.W (3) 
BY (2) and (3), 
LHW) = jr m{A n (B + t)> ~(4, 
as claimed in the lemma. 
To complete the proof it only remains to justify the change of order of integra- 
tion on RHS(l). We do this by appealing to Thm. A. 20, and for this we first 
verify that I’, f, TV, &, and the function g( *, *) on I’ x f given by 
& a> T ?1&) 7B(4 ‘@h 
satisfy the hypotheses of A.20, viz., 
(t, a) E r x f (4 
r, f are locally compact Hausdorf? spaces, (5) 
p is a bounded c.a. measure on .@ to C and J p 1 is inner regular on @‘, (6) 
#r is a moderate c.a. Radom measure on L@ to [0, co], (7) 
g(-, a) is BZ(r x f) measurable on r x f to @, (8) 
(9) 
The condition (5) and the first part of (6) are a part of our data. Also r, being 
first countable, is met&able with invariant metric, and hence the inner regularity 
of ) p ] on g follows from its inner regularity at I’ stipulated in 1.16(i). Thus we 
have (6). Next, the first countability of I’ entails the u-compactness off and the 
u-finiteness of r?z on 4 (cf. [16, Thm. 3]), as well as its moderateness17 and inner 
regularity on 8. Since 7ir is finite on compact sets, it follows that #I is Radon, and 
thus we have (7). Also (8) holds, since Q(*) r]Bo is bounded and continuous on f 
(cf. (A.4)), and the function [e, -1 such that [t, CX] =d a(t) is bounded and con- 
I’ Cf. (A.1.5) and the paragraph preceding it. 
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tinuous on r x f  under the weak topology due to the topology of r and the 
(uniform-on-compacta) topology of f.  Finally, g(t, *) is continuous on f  and 
therefore is & measurable, and 
= 1’ I 7‘4t4 rJB(4l %w + I P I w < a, s 
since Q( .) ~a( .) EL, (cf. A.7), and 1 p I(.) is bounded on g. Thus (9). 
It follows from (5)-(9) and Th m. A.20 that the change of order of integration 
affected on the RHS( 1) is correct. This completes the proof. 1 
The proof of Thm. 3. First let D = K be compact, and define 
VVE%vtEr, fdt) = [1/~(V)] 46 + V) n (V + 1)). (1) 
Then by Lma. 3.1(a), (c) 
VVEY2, suppfvCK+ V+ V & Rangefv C [O, 11, 
vt E r, p$ f&J = XRW 12) 
NOW p is a bounded measure, and by (i) and A.10 the directed poset (‘%, C) is 
separable. Therefore by (2) and Lebesgue’s Thm. on bounded convergence 
(cf. A.l2),1s 
9% Irfv(t) 144 = s, x&) PW = AK). (3) 
NOW V is precompact, and the open K + V C K + r, a compact set; hence V and 
K+V’EL%J~. Also I’ is given to be first countable. Hence the last lemma is 
applicable and yields 
jrfvW 44 = tW(Vl jr NK + V) n (V + 91 tc(4 
= ww)l j? - 7K+d4 7vt4 9t4 +@4* (4) 
Combining (3) and (4) and noting that &)(Y = q(a) in view of the symmetry of 
V (cf. (A.5)), we have the desired expression for p(K). 
Next let D E ‘x, and p(n\D) = 0. Then obviously 
p(D) = r(D) - P(W) = P(D)- (5) 
I* The fact that p is complex valued causes no difficulties, since Jrfv(t) I = 
Jrf&X&ld I P I)(f) . I P 1 (4, and I 4-Q I P i I = 1 on I’. 
683/7/z-6 
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But by (iii) D is compact and hence as just shown 
Now it is a triviality that 
VACrandVopen VCr, A+V=A+V. 
Hence in (6) we may replace D + V by D + V. The result (5), together with (6) 
thus modified, yields the desired formula. 
Finally let D be precompact and open. Then D\D = aD, and so it is p(aD) 
which must vanish in order that the inversion formula should prevail. m 
Theproof of Thm. 4. Let B E gm and 1 p j(B\B) = 0, and grant for a moment 
that 
3 a sequence (Dk)r in D 3 Dk C D,,, & fi Dk = B & &\D, C B\B. (I) 
1 
Then, since p is c.a. we get 
Also, since D, E 9 and / p(&\D& < 1 p j(f);c\DJ < / p J(B\B) = 0, therefore 
&&\D,) = 0. Hence by Thm. 3, 
Combining (I) and (2) we have the desired result. Hence it only remains to 
justify (I). 
Proof of (I). It is easy to see that the S-rings 9 and a,,, generate the same 
u-ring, viz., u-ring (X)(cf. footnote 10). Thus B E o-ring-(.%), and hence (cf. [5, 
p. 3, #4]), 3 a sequence (K&’ in .X 3 B C UT K%. Letting C, = U,“_, K, , we 
have 
Vk 2 1, GEX, G _c G,l & BCfi C,. (3) 
1 
It clearly follows from (3) that B = UT D, , where 
DkdBnC&J & D,CC,EX. 
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Thus each D, is a precompact Bore1 set, and therefore is in 3. Moreover by (3), 
D, _C Dk+l . Finally, 
%\Dlc 7 (B n G-\(B n Cd 
2 (B n C,)\(B n C,) = (B\B) n Ck 
C B\B. 
Thus (I) is established, and the proof is over. 1 
From Thms. 3 and 4 we can obtain special limiting expressions for p(B) for 
specific types of sets B. It will suffice to mention just the one type in which B is a 
countable intersection of u-compact subsets of r. Here the limit is over a net 
depending on B and having a countable range, even though it is not a sequence: 
3.3 COR. Let (i), (ii) be as in Thm. 3. Then 
(a) for all countable intersections B of a-compact subsets of I’, 3 a net 
((K,; WA): h E A) in the space X x % where X is the family of compact subsets of 
r, such that 
(b) in particular the last equality holds for any PO or Se subset B of a second 
countable r. 
Proof. (a) Case 1. Let B be u-compact. Then 3 a sequence (Kk)T in X 
such that 
Kk C K,,, & fiK, = B. 
1 
Since p is c.a., it follows that p(B) = lim,,, p(K,), whence by Thm. 3 
An appeal to Lma. A.23 on iterated limits with 2l = {Kk}T and 9 = W yields 
the desired result. 
Case 2. Let B = n: C, , where Ck is u-compact. Without loss of generality 
we may assume that C,+r _ C C, . Then since p is c.a., we get p(B) = lim,,, p(CR). 
Our result in Case 1 now yields, for each K > 1, a net ((KAk; WAe): X E A) in 
% x ‘8 such that 
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By a second appeal to Lma. A.23 on iterated limits, we can replace the last limit 
by one over a single net as asserted in (a). 
(b) Since r is second countable, therefore every open set, and in particular 
I’, is a-compact. It follows that every closed set is u-compact, and that so is 
every set in F0 . In short, all the sets mentioned in (b) are countable intersections 
of u-compact sets, and the equality in (a) holds for them. 1 
4. INVERSION OVER 1.c.a. GROUPS HAVING THE LEBESGUE PROPERTY (THM. 5) 
We continue to adhere to Notation 1.2. 
4.1 DEF. (a) Let %,, be a base of open neighborhoods of 0 in the 1.c.a. 
group l7 We say that r has the Lebesgue property with respect to ‘IQ , i f f  for all 
complex-valued c.a. measures v  on 9 such that v  < m, and for m almost all 
t E r, 
v(V+ t) lim --- 
v-o vencl m( v  + t) 
exists & = -& (t) 
Here dvjdm is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of v  with respect to the Haar 
measure m, and the limit is taken over the poset !I$, directed by _C. 
(b) We say that r has the Lebesgue property, i f f  3 a base %,, of open neigh- 
borhoods of 0 with respect to which r has the Lebesgue property. 
As yet, there is no satisfactory characterization of 1.c.a. groups having the 
Lebesgue property. But many are known, e.g., locally Euclidean or finite- 
dimensional groups (cf. [lo]). 
In the proof of Thm. 5 below the role formerly played by Lma. 3.1 is taken 
on by the following direct anaiogue of the Lebesgue density theorem for the Haar 
measure m: 
4.2 LMA. Let (i) B EJ?~~ (cf. (1.4)), (ii) 9Zo be a base of precompact open 
symmetric neighborhoods of 0 in r with respect to r has the Lebesgue property, (iii) 
VVEiT& and vt E r, gdt) = & W n W’ + 9. 
Then 
(4 VVE9Zo and vt E r, 0 < gv(t) < 1; 
(b) $2 gd*) = Xd’), a.e. m on r. 
V&l, 
Proof. (a) This is obvious, since VV E !Ro and Vt E r, 
m(Bn(V+t)} <m(V+t) Em(V). 
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(b) Define VA E kg’, Q,(A) =% ~$4 n I?). Obviously 
vB < m and dvddm = XB , a.e. m on r. 
Now by (iii) and the invariance of m(e), 
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(1) 
VvE911,&VtEr, gvw = m@ n (V + 91 = vB(V + t) mm m(V+ t) * (2) 
From (2), the Lebesgue property of r with respect to %&,, and (l), we conclude 
that 
= $ tt) = XB@), 
for m almost all t E r. Thus we have (b). 1 
The proof of Thm. 5. Let B E kg,,, , and (cf. (ii)), define 
WE%, and Vt E r, h%(t) = [l/m(V)] m(B n (V + t)}. (1) 
Our proof follows the pattern of the first half of that of Thm. 3 with the functions 
g, replacing the fv and with Lma. 4.2 playing the role of Lma. 3.1. 
First, Lma. 4.2, applied to the neighborhood base ‘$I,, of (ii), shows that 
VVEW, and vt E r, 0 < gv(t> < 1, (2) 
and limv+,gv(*) = XB(‘), a.e. m on r. But since TV < m, we have 1 p 1 (*) < m(*) 
and so 
bl$gV(‘) = xB(*>, a.e. 1 p ) on r. (3) 
Now k is a bounded measure, and by (i) and A.10 the directed poset (‘iI&, , C) is 
separable. Therefore by (2), (3), and Lebesgue’s Thm. on Bounded Convergence 
(cf. A.12),ls 
;z s, gv(t) 44 = jr XB@) &t) = PW (4) 
Now since V is precompact, both V and B E Sm; and r is given to be first 
countable. Hence Lma. 3.2 is applicable and yields 
Ir gdt) 44 = Wm(~~1 1 m@ n V’ + tNd4 
= [l/m(V)] Jr qB@) ‘?v@) d(a) W4 (5) 
I9 The remark made in the footnote in the proof of Thm. 3 again applies, with gv 
replacing fv . 
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Combining (4) and (5) and noting that Q(OL) = TV in view of the symmetry 
of V (cf. (A.5)), we obtain the desired expression for p(B). u 
5. INWRSI~N FORMULAS FOR c.a.0.s. R'lEASURES (THMS. l’-5’) 
We first prove an amplified version of the statement made at the outset of 
Section 1, that for a Hilbert space X the FS transform x(.) of a bounded 
&?-valued c.a.o.s. inner regular measure is a continuous stationary function on r 
to .X’. We adhere to Notation 1.2, (1.23), and (A.l). 
5.1 LMA. Let (i) r, p, &, p, p, x be us in 1.2 and (1.23). Then 
(a> VT B EC (44 4% = .L (a . P-W) c”W; 
(b) x(a) is bounded and uniformly continuous on f to 2 and Va E f 1 x(a)/ = 
{p(r)}l’” < 03. 
Proof. (a) By the Isomorphism Thm. [19, 5.91, Vor, p E fi 
zzz IT 44 B(t) 44 = s, (4f-l)(t) tL(4 (l-1) 
(b) It follows from (1) that Vol E f 
1 x(a)]” = j-, I 4)12 ,(dt) = Jr 1 ./-W = ~(0 (2) 
It remains to show that x(e) is uniformly continuous. We proceed as in the proof 
of the corresponding result for $(e) (cf. [27, 1.3.3, Thm. (a)]). Let E > 0. Since p 
is inner regular at r, therefore 3 a compacturn K, C I’ such that 
cL(r\KJ -=c c2/8. (3) 
Now since the topology off is the relativization to fi of the uniform-on-compacta 
topology for @r, therefore the family of sets 
where E > 0 and K is a compacturn of I’, is a neighborhood base at 1 in f’. Now 
let 
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Then VW E E,,*P~ , we have qrol E pe and so by (4) 
(6) 
Hence from [19, 5.91 it follows that VCU Eq,-fc , 
< 6: . &l-C,) + 4(e2/8) = l 2, by (6) and (3). 
Thus V(E > 0, 3 a neighborhood pc of 1 in f  such that Va,, E f, 01 E %pE 3 
I 44 - +o~l -=c E- I-I ence x( .) is uniformly continuous on f. 1 
We now turn to the proof of Thm. 1’. The last lemma shows that the function 
x(-) in the enunciation of Thm. 1’ is uniformly continuous and bounded on Iwg 
to a?. 
The proof of Thm. 1’. The proof rests on Lma. 2.3, the Lebesgue Theorem 
on Bounded Convergence for c.a.o.s. measures A.14, and on the formula (I) 
on iterated integration given below. 
Let VT > 0 and VA E IWQ, ?Pr-(X) be defined as in 2.3(ii). Then each Yr(*) is 
BZ(F@), BZ(C) measurable on FP. Since (cf. (ii)), p(.) is bounded on BZ(KP), it 
follows from 2.3(a), (b), and A.14 that 
= f(R) - t U/2”) k@kW 
kc1 
(1) 
In this we have used the first expression for Y,(h) in 2.3(b). By using the second 
in the same way we find that 
yY,(h) P(dh) = i (l/2’“) dakR\ak+,R)* 
k=O 
(2) 
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Now grant for a moment that 
In terms of x(t) and ul,(X), this asserts that 
-__ 
(2&4 , s [-T Tl' qR@) dt> e,(dt) = j yT(h) P@)* R' 
Letting T-+ co in this and using (l), (2) we get the theorem. 
To complete the proof it only remains to establish (I). Since /1 and the 
restriction of 8, to Bl([-T, T]“) are bounded, an appeal to the Interchange 
Thm. A.21 is permissible, provided that the function F(., *) on RQ x [-Z’, T]* 
defined by - 
F(h, t) = qR(t) . eittsA), (A, t) E BP x [-T, T]Q 
can be shown to satisfy the other requirements of Thm. A.21, viz., 
F(*, .) is a-alg{BZ(W) x BZ([- T, YJ”)>, H(C) measurable, 
for 11 almost all h E IP, F(h, .) is H( [- T, T’JQ), B2(C) measurable, 
for /,-almost all t E [- T, T]g, 
Ft., >ELz.,, & s I Ft.3 )l L&l& W) < Co, [-T.Tla 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
where L,,,, = L&w, B@P)> II; @)* 
But (3) has been shown already; see (3), (4) in the proof of Thm. 1 (Section 2). 
Next, (4) is obvious, since Vh E W, F(h, *) is continuous on U@. Also by (1.5) 
VA, t E w’, I W, 41 = I &)I G UWWg’2, 
and so 
Vt E w, IFC.3 th,,, = [s, I W, W ~(d,)]~‘~ < -fj$& lj1(ue)]““. (6) 
Since 8, restricted to BZ([-T, T] ) a is bounded, it follows from (6) that (5) 
prevails, the /,-negligible set being in fact void. Thus Thm. A.21 applies and 
yields (I). 1 
The enunciation of Thm. 2’ should be obvious to the reader. As for its proof, 
first observe that for any X-valued c.a.o.s. measure p on a ring W with control 
measure p we have [19, 1.9(e)], 
VA, BEW, I ~(4 - ,@)I2 = EL@ d B). 
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In view of this equality we at once get from Lma. 2.4 the corresponding lemma for 
c.a.0.s. measures, viz., 
5.2 LMA. Let (+0-(i) be as in Lma. 2.4, (iv) p be a bounded .#-valued c.a.o.s. 
measure on BE(Rq). Then 
(4 
(b) 
Using this lemma and Thm. 1’ we can prove Thm. 2’ in exactly the same way 
as we proved Thm. 2 by using Lma. 2.4 and Thm. 1. 
Next we turn to Thm. 3’, to discuss which we adhere to the notation intro- 
duced in 1.2, (1.23), and (A.l). T o p rove this theorem we need Lma. 3.1, and the 
following extension of Lma. 3.2 to c.a.o.s. measures. 
5.3 BASIC LMA. Let (i) r be jirst countable, (ii) A, B E .@m (cf. (1.3)). Then 
where the last is a H-valued Pettis integral with respect to the Haar measure 9. 
Proof. Since A, B E S?,,, , therefore by A.7(a), rlA.yB E J?, . Also by 5.1, x(e) 
is continuous and bounded on f to aE”, and therefore 0, kg* measurable, where 
C%S is the u-algebra generated by the open balls of .%Y. It follows from Lma. A.22 
that qA( *) rlB(.) * x( .) is Pettis integrable on f to .#’ with respect to Gz. 
Also by (l.l), 
lfi %do() ?Bb) Xc”> ‘%% = jp Xi@?) T]B@) /jr OL(t) p(dt)/ W4, (1) 
where the integrals are Pettis. Now grant for a moment that the order of integra- 
tion on the RHS can be changed. Then 
But as in step (3) in the proof of Lma. 3.2, the expression inside the braces is 
m{A n (B + t)}, and so 
OHS = Irm{A n (B + t)} p(dt), 
as claimed in the lemma. 
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To complete the proof it only remains to justify the change of order of integra- 
tion on the RHS of (1). Since p is bounded, and (cf. proof of Lma. 3.2) riz is 
moderate and Radon, an appeal to Thm. A.21 is permissible, provided that the 
function g(*, .) on r x I? defined by 
V(t, a) E r x P, g(t, 4 = Tl.4(4 17d4 44 
can be shown to satisfy the other requirements of Thm. A.21, viz., 
g(-, *) is Bl(r X I?), BZ(@) measurable on I’ x f to @, 
for ,u almost all t E I’, g(t, .) is BZ(f), SZ(C) measurable, 
for & almost all (31 E I+, 
(3) 
(4) 
where ,LL is as in (1.23) (ii), and L,,, = L,(F, 9, p; C). 
But (3) has been shown already; see (6) in the proof of Lma. 3.2. Next, Vt E I’, 
the function 01++ a(t) is continuous on p, as is qA(.) ~~(a) (cf. (A.4)). Hence 
Vt E r, g(t, .) is continuous on f’, and so (4) holds. Finally, Va E f, 1 g(-, a)[ is 
constant on r. Since p is bounded on a, it follows that g(*, CZ) EL~,~ . Now 
Thus, the function 01 w 1 g(*, (II)I~~ ~, being the same as I qA(*) Q,(S)] p(r), is 
continuous on f and therefore &, &I(!$,+) measurable. Moreover 
-=I a, by A.7(a). 
Hence (5) holds. This completes the proof. fl 
The proof of Thm. 3’. We follow the pattern of the proof of Thm. 3. First 
letting D = K and defining f v(t) as in that proof, we have the relations (2). Now 
the measure p is bounded; and by (i) and A.10 the directed poset (!I& C) is 
separable. Therefore by (2) and Lebesgue’s Bounded Convergence Thm. A.14 
for c.a.o.s. measures, we have 
j$ jrfv(t) PW = jr xx(t) PW = PW. (3’) 
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Now, as in the proof of Thm. 3, V and K + V E gm. Also r is given to be 
first countable. Hence the last lemma is applicable and yields 
the last being a Pettis integral in &‘. We now complete the argument for the case 
D = K exactly as in the proof of Thm. 3. 
Finally we deduce the result for any D E 3 from that for the compact set D 
exactly as in the proof of Thm. 3. 1 
We leave the enunciations and the proofs of Thm. 4 and of the corollary 
corresponding to 3.3 to the reader, and turn to Thm. 5’. 
The proof of Thm. 5’. We follow the proof of Thm. 5 (Section 4). Let B E gm 
and define g,(t) as in (1) of that proof. Then as in that proof we have (2), and 
since p is now nonnegative, 
pJj gd-) = XB(.), a.e. p on r. 
Now p(s) is bounded, and by (i) and A.10 the directed poset (‘iI& c) is separable. 
Therefore by (2) (3’), and Lebesgue’s Bounded Convergence Thm. A.14 for 
c.a.0.s. measures, 
12 5, g “@> 6’ cdt) = s, XB@) f’ cdt) = i@). (4’) 
Again V and B E 99,,, , and I’ is given to be first countable. Hence Lma. 5.3 is 
applicable and yields 
the last being a Pettis integral in X. We now complete the argument exactly as 
in the proof of Thm. 5. 1 
6. INVERSION FORMULAS FOR SPECTRAL MEASURES (THMS. l”-5”) 
The deduction of Thms. l”-5” for spectral measures from the corresponding 
Thms. l’-5’ for c.a.o.s. measures, which we indicated brifly in Section lC, will 
now be clinched by establishing two metatheorems. The point of departure of 
these results is the triviality that if E and U are as in (1.29, then Vy E %‘, 
p(e) =d E(e) y, and x( .) =d U( *) y  satisfy the conditions (1.23). 
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6.1 METATHM. Let (i) p, x, E, U be as in (1.23) and (1.28), and il, ,..., A, 
be sets in a, (ii) C(p, x, A, ,..., A,.) and C*(E, U, A, ,..., A,) be conditions invoZving 
p, x, 4 ,..., A, , and E, U, A, ,..., A,. , respectively, (iii) 
C*(E, U, A, ,..., A,) * VY ES, C(E(-)Y, UC-) y, A, ,..., A,), 
(iv) the inversion formula 
wh~ein (F,: h E A) is a net of complex-valued functions on f and the integral is 
&‘-valued Pettis, prevail under the conditions C(p, x, A, ,..., A,). Then the inversion 
formula 
i akE(Ak) = slim JP F,(A, ,..., A,, LX) U(a)&(dol), 
1 
wherein the integral is a strong one and slim is the strong limit, preetails under the 
conditions C*(E, U, A, ,..., A,). 
Proof. Let the conditions C*(E, U, A, ,..., A,) hold, and y  E X. Then by 
(iii) the conditions C(E( *) y, U( *) y, A, ,..., A?) hold, and so by (iv) we have 
i @@My = lip ~fFA(A1 ,..., A, , 4 U(a) @(da). 
1 
But by the definition of operator sum and strong operator integral this can be 
rendered 
Since this equality holds Vy E X, therefore by the definition of the strong limit 
we have the desired inversion formula for E and U. 1 
6.2 METATHM. Thms. l”-5”, which correspond to 7%ns. I’-5’, are valid. 
Proof. For K = l,..., 5, denote the hypotheses of Thms. k’ and k” by 
C&, x, A, >..., A,) and G*(E, U, A, ,..., A,). 
Then by Metathm. 6.1, we have only to check that for k = l,..., 5, 
G*(E, u, A, ,..., A,) * VY E#, G(E(*)y, U(*)Y, 4 ,..., 4). (1) 
Now (I) is utterly obvious for k = 1, and therefore for k = 2 since the 
hypotheses for Thms. 2’ and 2” are the same as those for Thms. 1’ and 1”. The 
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cases K = 3, K = 4, where again the same hypotheses occur, are alright; (I) 
checks in view of the triviality 
tJDE49, E(D\D) = 0 3 Vy ES’?, E(D\D) y = 0. 
Finally for K = 5, (I) holds in view of the obvious implication 
APPENDIX 
Adhering to Notation 1.2, let us define 
97 =g (f : f is continuous on r to C>, 
4 7 {f : f is continuous on f to C}, (A-1) 
L, 7 L,(C a, m; a=), 2, 7 L,(f, 4, k C), 
wherep = [l, co] and @, the complex number field, refers to the range space of 
our functions. 
The following lemma on the Haar measure of intersections of sets is needed to 
prove Lma. 3.1: 
A.2 LMA. Let (i) A, B G Brn (cf. (1.3)), (ii) 
vt E r, f(t) = 44 n (B + t)). 
Then (a) f E G?; (b) supp f Cl A - B and 0 d f (t) < m(A). 
Proof. For (a) see [15, p. 296, #20.17]. 
(b) The relation for the support off follows at once from the implication 
t 4 A - B a B + t I( A =s f(t) = 0. 
The inequalities giving bounds for f (t) are obvious. m 
We are especially interested in the properties of the set function 9 defined in 
(1.4), which occurs in all our inversion formulae. First recall that the direct and 
indirect Fourier transfmnrsf andfof a function f in L, are defined by 
va E f-, 3<4 7 S, f (t) @ m(4, f(4 7 J‘, f (t) 4t) m(W (A.3) 
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It follows easily that 
Vf EL* I Jf=cihnL,. 
Since (cf. (1.4) and (A.3)), VA E gm, q,, = iA , we conclude that 
Two other elementary facts regarding v  which we need are the following (cf. 
[20; (4.3), 44, 
VAEg',, 7-A = iiA > (A.5) 
VAEgm, Vt E r, VCXEF, TA+t(4 = 44 %(4- (-4.6) 
But a much more important result which is wanted is the following (cf. [lo; 
4.41). 
A.7 THM. The set function 17 is an &-valued c.a.o.s. measure on S?,,, having 
Rsw9- m as control measure (cf. 1.21) More fully, 
(4 VA,BES&, 73A.l de) 4 Y 
lb) VA,BE~~, rlaj~e~&and(rlA,vtJ =m(AnB) 
We turn next to the Lebesgue dominated and bounded convergence theorems 
for Bochner integrals and integrals with c.a.o.s. measures. To deal with these 
conveniently, we introduce the following concept: 
A.8 DEF. We say that a directed poset (/l, >) is separable, i f f  II has a 
countable cofinal subset (1,; i.e., i f f  3 a countable A, C /1 such that 
The significance of this concept is revealed by the following three results, the 
proofs of which are obvious. 
A.9 TRIV. For any directed poset (A, >) the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(CY) (-4, >) is separable, 
(18) 3u(*)EAN+ 3 3hEA,Zln,EN+ 3 n>n,*z4(n)>& 
(y) every net (x~: h E (1) has a subsequence, i.e., a sequential subnet. 
A. 10 TRIV. Let X be a first countable topological space and x E X. Then any 
local base of open neighborhoods of s is a separable directed poset under C. 
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A.1 1 LMA. Let (i) X be aJirst countable topological space, (ii) (xh: h E A) be a 
net in Xpurumetrized on a separable directedposet A, (iii) x E X. Then lim, xh = x, 
z# V subsequences (Q%): n E N,) of (x~: h E (1), lima+m x,(,) = x. 
The concept of separable directed poset is useful in integration theory because 
many theorems for sequences, which fail for nets in general, survive for nets 
parametrized on separable directed posets. An instance, expecially important 
for us, is the scalar version of the following dominated convergence theorem for 
Bochner integrals: 
A.12. THM. (Dominated Convergence). Let 
(i) 3E be a Banach space over IF, where F = IF! or @, 
(ii) S? be a a-algebra over Q and TV be a c.a. measure on 9 to [0, co], 
(iii) (fh: h E A) be a net in L, =eLl(Q, 9I, p; 3E), where A is a separable 
directed poset, 
(iv) 3g EL1(Q, a, P; [O, ml> 3 VA E 4 I f,+(.)lx < g(.), u-e. cc on Q, 
(v) f  (*) =d lim, fA(*) exist a.e. p on 52. 
Then 
(4 f  ELI ; 
(b) lim f,, = fin L,-topology, i.e., hm ( fA -f II = 0; 
(4 lip j-of&J) cL(dw) = j-of(w) 4dw). 
Proof. This is deducible from the known sequential version of the theorem 
with the aid of the results A.9-A.11. The details are left to the reader. [ 
Theorem A.12 with 3E = n$, together with the Isomorphism Thm. for c.a.o.s. 
measures [19; 5.91 readily yields the Dominated Convergence Theorems for such 
measures: 
A. 13 THM. (Dominated Convergence). Let 
(i) SF be a Hilbert space over IF where F = [w or @, 
(ii) a be a o-algebra over D and TV be c.a. measure on 97 to [0, 001, 
(iii) gU = {B: B ES? and p(B) < co}, 
(iv) [ be a S-valued c.a.o.s. measure on BU with Rstr.a,p us its control 
meusure, 
(v) (c$~: h E A) be a net in L 2,U =e L,(1;2,9, CL; F) where A is a separable 
directed poset, 
(vi) 311, EL,,, such that VA E /l, 1 $A(*)[ < #(.) a.e. p on Q, 
(vii) 4(m) =d Km,+,(*) exist a.15 p on 52. 
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Then 
(a) 4 EL2.u & I d(e) I < +(-I, a-e. CL of2 Q; 
(b) liy 1 Mw> S(dw) = L 4(w) f@). 
s 
Proof. (a) Let D be the domain of (p, so that (cf. (vii)) 
Q'wED, li,m A(W) = 4(w). (1) 
From (1) and (v) we conclude that 4 is g, H(C) measurable on D to C. Also by (1) 
and (vi), 
and 
Since by (vii) l2\D is p-negligible, we have $ EL~,~ . 
(b) By(v) and (a), each+, - 4 ELM,,, , and so 
QAEA, I +A(.> - +(.)I” ELII . 
By (vi) and (a) 
And by (vii), 
I Cd*> - $(*)I” G 2{1 4A(.)12 + I d(*)l”> 
G 4 I #(.)I” ELI,& * 
liy /A(.) - $(.)I = 0 a.e. p on a. 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
By (2)-(4) and Thm. A.12 with 3E = R, 
But by the Isomorphism Thm. [19; 5.91, QA E rl 
(b) This clearly follows from (5) and (6). 1 
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A.14 COR. (Bounded Convergence). Let 
(i) .%’ be a Hilbert space over IF, IF = R or @, 
(ii) W be a a-algebra over 9, 
(ii) 5 be a bounded, X- vu ue 1 d c.a.0.s. measure on B with control measure p, 
(iv) ($A: h EA) be a net in L,,, =d L&2, &?, p; IF) parametrized on a 
separable directedposet A, 
(v) M = Won IfA lm -c 03, 
(vi) $(‘) =d lim, $h(‘) exists a.e. p on (1. 
Then 
~~-L,u & lblm GM; 64 
lip Ja h(w) Ww) = Ia 4(w) &dw). 0)) 
Proof, This follows at once from Thm. A.13, since by (iii) p is bounded on 
a, and hence by (iv) and (v) each +A EL,,, , and the function with constant 
value M is in L,., . 1 
We now turn to the interchange theorem that we require. As indicated in the 
in the paragraph after 1.17, this depends on extended versions of the Tonelli, 
Fubini theorems. The inadequacy of their usual formulations stems from the 
fact that neither of the groups r, f need be second countable, and hence in 
general (cf. [17, p. 391]), 
o-alg(a x &) C BZ(r x f). 
Consequently the simple nonconstant continuous function f (., 7) on I’ x f to C: 
though BZ(r x f) measurable, may not be a-alg(g x 0) measurable.20 Hence 
Hence functionsF(*, a) on X x ‘8, such as 
w, 4 = 7mv(oc) 7vw .&>, 
may not qualify for integration with respect to p x A, for the domain of this 
product measure is a-alg(a x 0). But we can integrate them with respect to an 
extension of p x #r to BZ(r x f). Fortunately, such an extension h exists for 
so-called Radon measures p and lir. This was shown by the Bourbaki school, 
which has also generalized the Tonelli, Fubini theorems for this h (cf., e.g., 
L. Schwartz [29, pp. 63-741). 
20 For a demonstration of this pathology for large r, I am grateful to Professor J. P. R. 
Christensen. 
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The extension just referred to deals with arbitrary Hausdorff spaces X, ‘2l and 
any Radon measures p, v over them. Note that our r, f are locally compact, 
that p is a complex-valued bounded measure and therefore its total variation 
1 p I( .) is also bounded, and that r is first countable and therefore by the Hewitt- 
Stromberg result [ 16, Thm. 31 r ^  is a-compact. It follows that the Haar measure & 
is u-finite and moreover f is a countable union of open sets of finite & measure. 
Hence we only need the specializations of the result on the extension of TV x v 
to BZ(X x Y) and of the corresponding generalized Tonelli, Fubini theorems 
for the case in which X and Y are locally compact and p and Y are moderate; i.e., 
x = 5 xn ) Y= ij Y,, where X, , Y, are open 
1 1 (A.15) 
sets 3 p(XJ & v(YJ are finite. 
For this special case much of the new conceptual framework developed for the 
general extension becomes redundant. The enunciations that follow are the 
simplest ones tailored to our needs. 
A.16 THM. (Extension of product-measure). Let 
(i) X, Y be locally compact Hausdorfl spaces, 
(ii) p, v be moderate c.a. measures on BE(X), BZ(Y) to [0, CD], which are 
“Radon,” i.e., finite on compact sets and inner regular cm BZ(X), BZ( Y). 
Then 3 a unique moderate c.a. measure h on Bl(X x Y) to [0, 01)] which is 
Radon and such that TV x v C A. 
This unique X is called the tensor product of CL, v and denoted by TV 0 v, to 
distinguish it from its restriction TV x v. 
A.17 TONELLI’S THM. (for TV @v). Let (i), (ii) be as in the last Thm., (iii) 
f(*, .) be BZ(X x Y) measurable on X x Y to [w,, . Then 
(a) Vy E Y, f (a, y) is BZ(X) measurable on X, and Vx E X, f (x, -) is BZ( Y) 
measurable on Y; 
@I .Lf (3, Y> 449 is Bl(X) measurable on X to [0, 001, 
.li f lx, *I &Ws WY> measurable on Y to [0, co] ; 
(c) the following integrals have th.e same value in [0, co]: 
s f (x, Y)(P 0 v){d(x> y)I- XXY 
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A.18 FUBINI’S THM. (for p @v). Let (i), (ii) be as in Thm. A. 16, (iii) 
f~ L,(X x Y, BE(X x Y), p @ v; IF). Then 
(a) for v  almost all y  E Y, f  (-, y) E L,(X, BZ(X), p; lF), 
for p almost all x E X, f  (x, -) E L,(Y, BZ(Y), v; IF); 
(b121 JYf (., YWY) eLI(X, BZ(X), CL; IF), J-xf(x, *Mdx) EL,(Y, BZ(Y), v; E); 
(c) the three integrals in A.l7(c) now have the same value in IF. 
We leave it to the reader to deduce these three results from [29, p. 73, Thm.]. 
Combining the last two theorems we easily get the following result. 
A.19 COR. (Change of order of integration). Let (i), (ii) be as in Thm. A.16, 
(iii) f  be BZ(X x Y) measurable on X x Y to F. Then 
(a) Vx E X, 1 f  (x, *)I is BZ( Y) measurable on Y to aB,+ , and22 jy 1 f  (s, y)l v(dy) 
is BZ(X) measurable on X to [O co]; 
(b) when J&Y If (x, y)I v(dy)) p(dx) < ~0, the integrals 
s, llf (x9 Y> V(dY)l P(dx)s 1 !S,r (x1 Y> Adx) 1 v(dy) 
exist and are equal. 
This in turn yields the theorem we need for this paper, in which the measure p 
is complex valued: 
A.20 THM. (Change of order of integration). Let 
(i) X, Y be locally compact Hausdor- spaces, 
(ii) p be a bounded c.a. measure on BZ(X) to @for which the total variation 
measure 1 p I( -) is inner regular, 
(iii) v  be a moderate, c.a. Radon measure on BZ(Y) to [0, CD], 
(iv) g(-, .) be BZ(X x Y) measurable on X x Y to C. 
Then 
(a) Vx E X, I g(x, -)I is BZ(Y) measurable on Y to II&,+ , andz2 jy I g(*, y)\ v(dy) 
is BZ(X) measurable on X to [0, 001; 
(b) when ji{S~ I g(x, y)l v&)1 I cc I (dx) -c ~0, the integrals 
exist and are equal. 
81 Here it is understood that we define the first integral to be 0 on the p-negligible set 
of x for which f(x, *) $ L,( Y, B1( Y), Y; [F), and similarly with the second. 
z2 With the understanding mentioned in the last footnote. 
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Proof. This follows at once from A.19 on setting 
f 6% Y) = &G YPPPl P l>bh x E X and y E Y, 
observing that / p / is a moderate c.a. Radon measure on H(X) to I&!,,+ and that 
I G/d I CL I I = 1 on X. I 
Theorem A.20 enables us to accomplish the Levy inversion of bounded 
complex-valued measures p over a first countable group (Sections 3, 4). To 
effect the Levy inversion of a s-valued c.a.o.s. measure p over such a group 
(Section 5) we need a generalization of A.20 in which p replaces p, one of the 
iterated integrals is with respect to this vector-valued measure p, and the other is 
a Pettis integral of a x-valued function with respect to the measure V. This 
generalization is much more complicated than A.20 and depends on some 
unpublished results on the Pettis integration of functions with nonseparable 
ranges in &@. To avoid a long digression we shall only state the final theorem 
here, and refer to a forthcoming paper on Pettis integration [24] for the proof as 
well as the ancillary material. 
A.21 THM. (Change of order of integration). Let 
(i) the spaces X, Y and the measures CL, v be as in A.16, 
(ii) % be a Hilbert space over F, 
(iii) f be a Z-valued c.a.o.s. measure on the S-ring 
a, = {B: B E Bl(X) and p(B) < co} 
having Rstr.a,p as control measure, 
(iv) g(., .) be a Bl(X x Y) measurable function on X x Y to IF such that 
for v almost ally E Y, g(*, y) ELM,,, =d L,(X, Bl(X), p; IF), and 
I y I g(*, Y)IL~,~ VW) -=c ~0. 
Then 
(a) the function sxg(x, *) t(dx) E L1,, , where 
L1.v = -&(I’, Bl(Y), v; *, ~~4 ” 
28 L Y is the class of all functionsf on Y to 2’ which are BZ( Y), as measurable, where 
92 is ;he o-algebra generated by the open balls of 2, and such that jy If(y)l~p ~(cfy) < co. 
L,,, is a nonlinear subspace of the vector space of all functions on Y to 2 which are 
Pettis integrable with respect to Y, and is in general larger than the familiar Bochner L, 
class. 
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and is Pettis integrable on Y with respect to v; 
(b) for p almost a22 x E X, g(x, a) ELM,” = L,(Y, RI(Y), v; IF) and 
s X I g(x, .>ltl,, f44 -=c a; 
(4 SYk!h Y) V(dY) G&b; 
(4 .fd.fxg@, Y) W41 V@Y) = lx{s~ & Y) VVYN SW, whfle the Jiyst 
is a Pettis integral of an S-valuedfunction. 
To establish Thm. 5’ we also need the following simple lemma, for the proof 
of which we again refer to [24]. 
A.22 LMA. Let (i) S be a Hilbert space over IF, (ii) az be the o-algebra 
generated by the open balls of 2, (iii) x( *) be a bounded, A?, 9ti measurable function 
on f to 2, (iv) fE L,(f, 9, 6; IF). Then f( .) . x(e) is Pettis integrable on f  with 
respect to 6i. 
In this paper the following lemma on iterated limits is also needed. 
A.23 LMA. (on iterated limits). Let (i) X be a Hausdorff space, (ii) ‘%, B be 
directedposets, (iii)F(*, .) be afunction on %l x 9 to X, (iv) 
Vc4E21U, G(a) = l$nF(cu, p) exist, 
e 7 lim G(a) exist. 0. (4 
Then 3 a net ((q; PA): h E A) in ‘8 x 9 such that 
lip liFF(a, 8) = L = limF(or, , /&). 
Proof. Let R =d Range F 5 X. Clearly by (iv), G(cu) E cls. R, and hence 
8~ c1s.cls.R = c1s.R. It follows from general topology that 
3 net (C(X) : X E A) in R 3 L = lip b(X). (1) 
We leave it to the reader to show that in (1) we may take /l to be the directed 
poset of all open heighborhoods of 6’ in X under C, and take I#) = F(q , PA) 
where ((ah; j3J: X E /l) is an appropriately chosen net in ‘3 x 99. [ 
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